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All of my notes and comments are supported by FACTS, ubiquitous FACTS that ANYONE with eyes and 

ears can see and hear for themselves. Too many today are holding to insupportable worldviews that 

aren't based upon anything that is true or has any part in reality. (Too many cannot cite FACTS 

supporting their statements or their current worldviews). This is known as living in worlds of fantasy, 

imagination, fiction. 

  

The reason that state of being and mindset is DANGEROUS to you and everyone around you is that as 

long as you do this, you THINK the best of humanity who is not only fighting the evil in this world for 

their own sakes, but for your liberties and lives; THE CHRISTIANS who secured America's Independence 

and who have bled and died numerous times all over the world against anti-christs throughout history, 

somehow in the minds of far too many have been equivocated with the WORST of humanity. 

  

Those slandering and libeling the GOD of the HOLY BIBLE and His True Followers typically never post 

ANY FACTS as to WHY such a dangerous twist in their thinking has occurred. 

  

Mass millions have been deceived into thinking absolute fiction is "scientific fact" and that the Biblical 

Account of Creation and history isn't universally supported by the sciences when it is! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-religion-of-evolution-versus-the-science-of-

creation/729829070429388 (NOT ONE WORD in the HOLY BIBLE has "been PROVEN impossible" RATHER 

THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT IS UNIVERSALLY SUPPORTED THROUGHOUT! Is it the Supernatural Miracles you 

THINK are IMPOSSIBLE? well BILLIONS of souls on earth KNOW otherwise and has been THOROUGHLY 

documented as REALITY   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ.   Is it the RESURRECTION 

of CHRIST whereby you and ANYONE can KNOW the ETERNAL GOD our 

CREATOR? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay_Db4RwZ_M;  A FACT so certain that if PEOPLE 

disregard that MOST DOCUMENTED EVENT in historical antiquity, they would necessarily have to toss 

away ALL of recorded history as invalid; as there is MUCH LESS actual evidence for ALL OTHER PERSONS 

AND EVENTS in history than the LIFE, DEATH and RESURRECTION of CHRIST, the ETERNAL GOD! 

  

FAR too many Americans are demonstrating SEVERE demoralization (choosing to base your worldview 

on FICTION rather than FACTS, adamantly refusing to even consider REALITY as SHOWN you plainly), I 

hope those responsible for doing it are WRONG in thinking that it is permanent: 
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJKJM36lMTE#t=1062   THIS IS RESULTING ALREADY IN LOSS OF 

FREEDOMS AND LIFE AND IS INCREASING THE MORE POEPLE DEPART FROM TRUTH AND REALITY INTO 

satanic deceptions and evil worldviews!   

  

Try to realize, even though it is hard to face, that far too many have been told so many lies during the 

course of their lifetimes, that they are not even willing to LOOK at FACTS.  (that is seriously dangerous 

for their own survival and for those around them).  When anyone, anywhere THINKS those who are 

fighting for their lives and everlasting destinies are as evil for those who have literature and are 

screaming to ENSLAVE, RAPE, TORTURE and MURDER them, then there is a very real danger that such 

ignorance will cause widespread death and destruction, the loss of the lives of the very best of humanity 

because so many cannot accurately distinguish good from evil, right from wrong, under such strong 

delusions and deceptions! (by NOT facing reality, FAR TOO MANY are categorizing friends and 

champions as if they were their evil enemies, while in their extreme ignorance, actually DEFEND those 

who would personally ABUSE and MURDER them! - that is HIGHLY dangerous not only for their personal 

safety,  but for those all around them.) - such worldviews are indicative 

of https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  because they 

are no longer even capable of looking at and perceiving all  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 

  

Such wicked deception of putting Christian American Patriots into the same evil as islam, is causing 

national SUICIDAL behavior as foolish, brainwashed so called Americans welcome with open arms those 

who are plotting to destroy our nation and do extreme violence to the people in it!!!!!!!!   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-

genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-calling-for-

genocides-and-crimes-against-humanit/644898718922424 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-part-3/698932663519029 
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ALL satanic worldviews lead to oppression, human suffering and culminate in widespread death and 

destruction for all nations embracing such evil deceptions; leading the people in those nations away 

from personally knowing our Eternal Creator, the Source of All Virtues, All Wisdom, Knowledge and 

Understanding, All Liberties and of LIFE itself! 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-

of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-science-

it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184 

  

I am appalled at the level of successful demoralization 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJKJM36lMTE#t=1049   and am SERIOUSLY CONCERNED that 

widespread death and destruction looms in the near future due to HOW MANY do not realize to WHOM 

they have to thank for their lives and their freedoms! 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/america-is-under-attack/699844766761152 

  

HOW the liberties they enjoy have NOTHING to do with any other worldview BUT Christianity and the 

GOD of the HOLY BIBLE! the brave Christian men and women who secured American Independence 

from the satanic bloodlines in their day and penned our Bill of Rights that had no predecessor like it on 

earth!  and they are in denial of the GOD of the Universe to whom the founders gave glory for such 

liberties and even aiding their fight against the evil oppressors!  The very FREEDOM Americans enjoy is 

NOT to be credited to either the pagan or secular humanistic or ANY OTHER satanic worldview; but has 

been manifest through CHRISTIANITY and the GOD of the HOLY 

BIBLE!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/some-quotes-and-thoughts-how-precious-

is-freedom/519180841494213   People worldwide need rapid and serious life lessons on how to 

PROPERLY discern  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/friend-or-

foe/582371811841782 
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